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Part I

MS Norseman is a ship of 15.000 tons, owned and operated by Nor Shipping AS, and capable of
carrying combined cargoes; a so called obo-ship (obo = ore, bulk, oil). The ship had discharged a
cargo of crude oil at the oil refinery of Stavik, Norway, and was heading towards Askvik, Norway, to
load a cargo of grain. The holds had been cleaned in preparation for the grain cargo, however there
was some washing water from the cleaning process, containing residues of oil and being kept in a
separate slop tank, intended to be delivered to a receiving facility at Askvik.

In heavy fog and narrow waters at the entrance of Askvik, MS Norseman collided with the cruise ship
MS Sunwind of 7.000 tons, owned and operated by Sun Cruises AS.

MS Sunwind was solely to blame for the collision. The ship had kept too high a speed and there was
insufficient lookout from the bridge. It also turned out that the radar was set at a range not capable of
discovering MS Norseman in time.

MS Norseman suffered a hole in the hull and took in water. To prevent the ship from sinking the
Master decided to ground the ship on some nearby underwater rocks. This grounding resulted in the
bunker tanks being torn, causing heavy spill of bunker (fuel) oil, thereby polluting the beaches at
Askvik and causing damage to bird life and local fishing areas. The slop tank remained intact after the
grounding.

MS Sunwind suffered damage to its bow from the collision but managed to proceed into safety at
Askvik.

There was no personal injury involved in the collision.

Askvik municipality immediately started to clean up the oil spill, with a total cost of NOK 150 million,
the amount not being in dispute as it was deemed to reflect reasonable measures of reinstatement of
the environment.

The wreck of MS Norseman was later on removed by Nor Shipping at its own costs, which amounted
to NOK NOK 20 million.

Askvik municipality claimed recovery of the NOK 150 million in damages against Nor Shipping. Nor
Shipping denied liability, pointing to it not being responsible for the collision. In any event Nor
Shipping invoked its right of limitation of liability. (1 SDR = 10 NOK)

Q1: Is Nor Shipping liable, and if so in what amount?

Assuming Nor Shipping is liable, it claimed recourse (indemnity) against Sun Cruises for the amount
for which it was held liable.
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Q2: Is Sun Cruises liable for Nor Shipping's recourse claim, and if so in what amount?

 

Part II

The facts are as above apart from the following: The reason why MS Sunwind was able to proceed to
Askvik into safety despite the damage to its bow, was that the fire department of Askvik municipality
retained helicopter service and brought pumping equipment by helicopter to the ship, thereby
managing to keep the ship floating by the use of those pumps.

Askvik municipality claimed salvage award against Sun Cruises. Sun Cruises offered to pay the costs
of the retained helicopter service but denied liability for any salvage award.

Q3: Is Sun Cruises liable to pay salvage award? (you are not asked to discuss the amount of a possible
award)

Q4: Assuming Cruises is liable, would it be entitled to limit its liability for such salvage award?
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